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Linguist as the hero

• And a female linguist at that

“Addi%onally, women are almost on parity with men for 
tenure-track jobs, but s%ll fall below men in the number of full 
professor posi%ons.” (LSA 2017: 5; in the US)

“Males show an increase in the number of awarded PhDs, 
while females con%nue to outnumber males in both graduate 
and undergraduate majors” (LSA 2017: 5; in the US)
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Linguists can be useful
• there is a field called linguistics
• linguistics isn’t about speaking a high number of languages or telling 

people they shouldn’t speak in a specific way
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Applied uses of linguistics

• What can you think of?

• language teaching
• language planning & policies
• social rights
• speech and language therapy
• translation & interpreting 

• including automatic translation
• communication strategies & tactics
• speech recognition
• text-to-speech
• forensics
• films (e.g. Arrival and more), art in general 3



Rela6onship between 
language & thought & culture

• (How) does our language impact our selves?
• And those we interact with?

• language is a very social thing
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Relationship between 
language & thought & culture
Some more specific food for thought:
• Lee (2015: 565) – work on Chinese proverbs
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Relationship between 
language & thought & culture
• LinguisIc determinism (strong version of Sapir-Whorf hypothesis)
• LinguisIc relaIvism (weak version of Sapir-Whorf hypothesis)

• “the language you speak affects how you think”
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Relationship between 
language & thought & culture
• “Well let’s say that I taught them chess instead of English. Every 

conversation would be a game.”

• “You see the problem?” 7



Rela6onship between 
language & thought & culture
Societal relevance today?
• labelling conventions & political correctness 
• gender inequality/social asymmetries

• discourse more generally (language ideologies)
• “us” vs “them” (in discourses about immigration)
• native speakerism
• standard varieties as symbols of moral purity
• more!
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Labelling conven6ons & poli6cal correctness

Lakoff (1973)
• master vs mistress
• bachelor vs spinster
• taboos

• toilets
• menstrual cycle
• etc.

• on Mr vs miss, Mrs, Ms.
• “UnGl society changes so that the disGncGon between married and unmarried 

women is as unimportant in terms of their social posiGon as that between married 
and unmarried men, the aMempt in all probability cannot succeed. Like the aMempt 
to subsGtute any euphemism for an uncomfortable word, the aMempt to do away 
with Miss and Mrs is doomed to failure if it is not accompanied by a change in 
society's aPtude to what the Gtles describe.” (1973: 73)
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Language ideologies

• “us” vs “them” (in discourses about immigration, etc.)
• native speakerism
• standard varieties as symbols of moral purity

• ‘curriculum wars’, UK  80’s (Cameron 2003)
• “conservatives use ‘grammar’ as the metaphorical correlate for a cluster of related 

political and moral terms: order, tradition, authority, hierarchy and rules. In the 
ideological world that conservatives inhabit, these terms are not only positive, they 
define the conditions for any civil society, while their opposites – disorder, change, 
fragmentation, anarchy and lawlessness – signify the breakdown of social relations. 
A panic about grammar is therefore interpretable as the metaphorical expression of 
persistent conservative fears that we are losing the values that underpin civilization 
and sliding into chaos.” (2003: 95)
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What linguists may appreciate less
• Sapir-Whorf hypothesis in its strong form (determinism)

• it takes years to document even a human language
• we’d need an army of linguists + communication experts for (quick) results
• BUT it is not solely Louise à a team à working together as the message
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Linguis6cs in film/literature ac6on
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Language is a very social thing.

We shouldn’t be surprised that artists 
work with language in various ways.



Another famous example 
of linguis6cs work in ac6on
• Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
• Francis Nolan à Parseltongue – language of snakes
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An example of language in literature

• Gwyneth Lewis - Keeping Mum / Y Llofrudd Iaith
• “In 1999, I wrote a book-length detecIve story inves&ga&ng the murder of 

my mother tongue, calling it Y Llofrudd Iaith, ‘The Language Murderer’. The 
plot of the original book was set in a West Wales village, where an old 
lady, my embodiment of the Welsh language, had been found dead.” 
(2003: 9)
• “Can you imagine having to speak Spanish for the rest of your life because 

everybody else around you has stopped speaking English at home? The 
prospect of losing a whole culture is an existen&al nightmare for a Welsh-
speaker, fraught with ques&ons of one’s own responsibility in preserving 
collec&ve values without becoming a parrot for the past.” (2003: 9)
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